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What's interesting a~!:_the correspondence in 1962, 
_ ; L . especially with Shin-§""l er,~ s that there were so many items 
~~that S~in~Jefr~as working on for the Liberal Party as were 

some of the ARM people and there was clearly sort of a 
multipurpose broad, not fully articulated but reasonably 
well understood, Liberal agenda which included not only the 
magazines or weeklies, monthlies like the New African, but 
included Cadet, Sached, The Ngwena (Tommy), Trade Union 
Proposals and so forth. 
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What is interesting in all of this is that Shingler was more 
deeply involved in ARM, tentative, fund raising tha~ 
certainly I had suspected. 

On all of this, it is interesting that Randolph was very 
much involved in the Transkei attempting to get Sabata 
committed. A good description of this is Randolph's letter 
of November 24, 1962 to Peter? on everything that was going 
01.,,-n the lransRe, at that time. There is a letter of the 
18th of October, 196 2 from Neville to John which really is 
an interesting example of the range of activities they were 
al 1 busy with. 

Ngwena's Union was called the African General Workers' Union 
and in October, 1962, the ICFTU promised to pay for three 
months an amount of 80 rand per month to support him. 

-~ Good long letter from Rubin dated November 6, 1962 is al so 
~ interesting in terms of covering all the issues. 

. b2.-
-:-\_J- Crucial is a letter of October 13J to John from Neville 
\,iz~o->Q...- describing the National Cultural League. Quite imaginative 

and interesting. 

Note that much of the ICFTU activity centered around a trade 
0 ~ union congress which was to perhaps launch Thomas but there 

were problems at that time with Sactu and Fofa TUSA. 

- ..> Note, too, a letter of March 4, 1962 in which Neville is 
00 . .,. ..... rwr1t1ng to John and there are all sorts of funny allusions 

kv, °I ,A. to some kind of vehicle and uncertainty in Cape Town as to 
~ whether that vehicle should be used or not . 
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Note, too, that Shi
0

ng\eLr"'1as actively trying to get 
subscriptions for New African in early March, 1962 as well 
as support for a part-time secretary for the Liberal Party. 
There was also correspondence in February on a massive fund
raising scheme for a school in Batchwanaland. 

t-\.0>,\5 
Note the John that we have been tall<-ing about in all this 
correspondence is not Shingler but~ obviously, but 
Shingler was a 1 so at one point acting for Lang. c~ '".....,_ 
,5~ ~~- . 


